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IMAGE ARTIST             
*Visual AIDS Artist Member

ARTWORK  STATEMENT

1
*NICHOLAS 

MOUFARREGE         
(1948 -1985)  

Eat Your Words, 1981/82,                
mixed media on board with toy 

typewriter, 11 x 16 x 6"                                   
Private collection

This piece was shown in a boxed lunch exhibition 
presented at the Gracie Mansion Gallery. Banana 
Pudding was its companion piece. The show was up 
for 2 weeks and this work sold and has not been 

2
*ANDREAS SENSER      

(1942-1989)

FEAR?: Six Pages in Search of a 
Book, 1985/86,                         

Artist's book, mixed media, 
collage,                                          

14 x 14 x 1 1/2"                               
Courtesy the Estate of Andreas 

Senser

Senser, a spiritual follower of anthroposophy, an 
esoteric philosophy growing out of idealist philosophy 
and with links to theosophy, had been working on the 
these collages before his AIDS diagnosis. After, he 
made this black cover to hold the pages with the 
word FEAR? written in red  across with autumn 
colored leaves on the "f" character...ready to fall and 
expectantly to return later. The pages leave more to 
discover.

3
*CHLOE DZUBILO      

(1960-2011) 

Operation, ca. 1990,                   
ink on board game in 

commercially printed box,          
16 x 10 x 1.5"                                         

Courtesy the Estate of Chloe 
Dzubilo

It actually makes noise and lights up. That's part of 
the fun. But for archival concerns, we need to keep it 
protected. Chloe's markings give you enough to 
consider.
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4 J. MORRISON

i wish you were here, (10 Idols), 
2002-13, ink on art  

monographs, bookends, various 
sizes                                         

Courtesy the artist

These books can be handled with care. They are 10 
commercially bought books where the artist 
handwrote "i wish you were here" in ink continuously 

David Wojnarowicz    

5

JOHN MCLAUGHLIN           
aka                              

JOHN SEX               
(1956-1990)  

John Sex Special Appearance 
(Poster), ca.1980                                

silk screen on newsprint,             
24 x18"                                

Courtesy April Palmieri

John Sex was an accomplished silk screen printer and 

Surrealist, and Futurist literature and performance 
with Lorraine O'Grady. Despite his well known  
accomplishments as a performer, his remarkable 
poster printing and design need to be recognized 
more. It was common for prints to be pulled on 
newsprint when printing editions. This silk screen print 
was pulled in the print studio at the School of Visual 
Arts, NY. 

6
*HUGH STEERS    

(1963–1995) 

Hospital Bed, 1993,                       
oil on canvas, 61.31 x 65"           

Courtesy the artist's estate and 
Alexander Gray Associates, NY 

Organizing this exhibition we began to notice that all 
work on the walls were rather small in scale.  We 
thought it important to include one work from the 

experience of what so many were consumed by 
during that period, imagining what it must have been 
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7 *EDITH ALVAREZ
AIDS IS NOT OVER, 2012,                      
mixed media construction,         

18 3/4 x 24 x 3 1/2"                      
Courtesy Visual AIDS

In 2012, the artist unexpectedly arrived at the Visual 

members to gift this artwork to Visual AIDS.  Edith 
imbedded many symbols into the work that are 

graves, red ribbons and death occupy the 
background, in the foreground are beautiful roses 
along with the message that AIDS is NOT OVER.

8
REBEKAH DEWALD 

and DEMETREA 
DEWALD

Let the Record Show presents 
The Story of the (red) Ribbon, 

2013, video                        
Courtesy the artists

"When we started working on Let The Record Show, 
our thoughts were that it would be about Patrick 
O'Connell and his experience of working on bringing 
the 'red ribbon' to the public, but then that changed. 
The whole story was much larger, complex and still 

and the response from a large artist community that 
had been affected and ravished. Putting the pieces 
together was an intense puzzle and before we knew it 
our documentary had grown and became a piece of 
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9
*CHLOE DZUBILO      

(1960-2011) 

Untitled (Social Stigma), 
ca.1990, ink on board,               

18 x 24"                                     
Courtesy The Estate of         

Chloe Dzubilo

We instantly loved this piece and knew it had to be 
included. It uses humor to address the seriousness of 

powerful. "I love the choices... and I have to 
say...what spreads worse than bed bugs....Social 
Stigma... made me laugh out loud." --T de Long 

10 *HUNTER REYNOLDS

Memorial Books, 1995 and 
Memorial Dress video footage, 

2013, video, laptop and 
commercially bound books,         

dimensions variable                 
Courtesy the artist and the 

curators

This book is a facsimile of handwritten names 
collected in books at performances in Boston, Berlin 

children throughout the world who have died of AIDS 
and to the millions more who are struggling with 

are gone. The book includes texts by Robert Wagner 

statement and acknowledgements. We have 
presented it with a selection from the Memorial Dress 
video footage. 

11 *HUNTER REYNOLDS

Untitled (Maxine Henreyson 
photo of Hunter Reynolds in  

Memorial Dress),                      
1993, 20 x 16"                                         

From the Hunter Reynolds 
Papers and Collection, Fales 

Library and Special Collections, 
New York University        

Patina du Prey's haute couture Memorial Dress 
displaying the names of thousands who have died 

Dress Code exhibition at the ICA in Boston, and  

U.S. Its reappearance presented in the exhibition Art 
Communities AIDS Communities: Realizing the 
Archive Project co-curated by the late Frank Moore, 

exhibition installed in the Cyclorama at the Boston 

Anniversary.
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12 KAREN FINLEY 
Black Sheep (Poster), 2013         

18 x 24"                             
Courtesy the artist

Finley, published by City Lights San Francisco,  
reformatted here as a poster courtesy of Jean Foos. 
"Obscenity is Finley's subject; not four letter words 

expose unspeakable acts and unforgivable feelings, 
deconstructing relationships into the most primal 
urges." -- C. Carr.                                                                   
The text also exists on two bronze plaques in the 

installation.   

13 PATO HEBERT

Untitled (from the series Trying 
to Catch Your Breath), 2009, 

digital C-print,                         
each 13 x 9"                                   

Courtesy the artist

The images are traces of the artist's breath made 
visible when exhaled into the cold night air. Capturing 
this simple gesture had us thinking of the existence of 

Pato's exploration into the evocative and the 
ephemeral.

14 DANIEL MCKERNAN  
Acts of Senseless Beauty, 2013, 

two channel video,                      
15 x 15 x 17.5"                                                  

Courtesy the artist

A hypnotic exploration via visual mantra of a 
collection of images meant to revive an awareness 
and consciousness of Bern Boyle, an artist who has 
perhaps been eclipsed by his early passing.  Through 
access to the special downtown collection archives at 
NYU's FALES library and other sources close to 
Boyle, sifting through dozens of binders of Boyle's 
photo and slide work, a new light and life is brought to 
a series of images Boyle had shot of muse Michael 
Wilson whose daring aesthetic of unheard of facial 
tattoos were one of Boyle's choice representations 
and reaction to the AIDS crisis at the time. Such acts 
of senseless beauty become the seed of unknown 
consequences.
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15 CAMILO GODOY

Actus reus? (ON HUMAN 
IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS 

“TRANSMISSION”), 2013, gavel, 
Artist's book, wooden pedestal,                     

dimensions variable                                   
Courtesy the artist

Gavel acquired from the United Nations General 

Meeting on AIDS and law book made with donated 

health risk.

This piece will be activated every Saturday from 1pm-
2pm. 

16
*BERN BOYLE          

(1951-1992) 

What Price Mistakes?, 1989,                 
commercially printed postcard, 
6 x 4", produced as a takeaway 

for visitors 

favorite models, his friend Michael Wilson, for this 
picture. Boyle made particular note to the airmail 

was never able to distribute the postcard so we're 
created a facsimile true to the original and doing that 
for him now.

17
*CHLOE DZUBILO      

(1960-2011) 

Untitled (I Don't Have The 
Energy for This), 1998,                             
ink on paper, 14 x 11"                       

Courtesy the Estate of Chloe 
Dzubilo

Chloe was a longtime volunteer with the LGBT 
Community Center's Gender Identity Project where 

outreach at bars, nightclubs and on the streets.  She 
also held training workshops for health care and 
mental health care providers. 
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18
*CHLOE DZUBILO      

(1960-2011) 

Untitled (Activist Chloe Dzubilo 
Gets Appointed), 1998, ink on 

paper, 14 x 11"                     
Courtesy the Estate of             

Chloe Dzubilo

Chloe was involved with the activist collective 

transgender sexworkers. In 2001, she founded Equi-
Aid, a Manhattan based horse-riding program for 

19
*FRANK MOORE      

(1953-2002) 
Untitled (The Cure), 1990/91,                 
gouache on paper, 16 x 11"                                  

Courtesy Joy Episalla

"A study for a larger poster-like gouache, a possible 
study for the bottle in Frank's painting The Great 

The Great American Traveling Show is epic: a vast 
desolate landscape of freshly cut tree stumps 
stretching to the horizon, scattered with sad 
dilapidated houses and a small group of people 
gathered around a truck. In the blue sky above the 
clouds spell out PLACEBO. On the back of the truck a 

magic elixir, which he touts to the small group of on-
 

period of the AIDS crisis. Frank's partner Robert Fulps 

did not exist. While the painting is dark and acerbic, 
the drawing is another thing entirely.  I am struck by Fra                      
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20
*MICHAEL SLOCUM   

(1956-1995)  
"Ims", nd, scanned print,              

11 x 8 1/2"                            
Courtesy Visual AIDS

Artist - Writer - Activist. Slocum was Director of 
Publications and Editor of Newsline, a monthly 
magazine published by the People with AIDS 
Coalition of New York. Zander Alexander, PWA, was a 

Newsline. An artist and writer, Michael combined 
these talents in cartoon form to share his experiences 
as an African-American gay man with AIDS. With 
humor and keen observation, Michael explored the 

fears and challenges that all people living with AIDS 
can identify. Often painful, sometimes funny, and 
always poignant, Zander Alexander, PWA is a visual 
testament of Michael's life, vision and purpose.

21 *CHARLES LONG
Larry (Levan), 2012,                 

mixed media                           
Courtesy the artist

whose base of operation was the renowned gay 

Levan was the disc jockey who put the Paradise 
Garage at the forefront of dance music. The club's 
devotees -- predominantly black gay men -- came to 
dance, not to drink or pose. Among the countless 
clubs that have come and gone in New York City, the 
Paradise Garage is still mourned. One important thing 
that the Garage did, which is not being done today, is 
to bring together black and white, straight and gay in 
one place. The red string, could be read as Larry 
being "strung out" with his addiction to heroin.             
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22 *ERIC RHEIN

Blood Work - Red Carnelian, 
1999, wire, paper,        

appropriated objects,                                           
17 x 22 x 3"                                    

Courtesy Geof Beasley and     
Jim Sampson, Portland, OR

with the metaphysical, the known and the unknown, 
and the tangible with the ephemeral. Like forms of 
music, these pieces are both improvisational and 
structural. Blood Works – Red Carnelian was included 

Gallery, Portland Oregon."

23 *ERIC RHEIN
Uncle Lige's Sword, 1999,      

wire, paper and found objects,           
16 x 22 x 3"                          

Courtesy the artist

"Uncle Lige’s Sword is named for my Uncle Lige 
Clarke, a leader in the Gay Rights movement of the 

It’s in their activist footsteps that I include themes of 

illuminated manuscripts of the Middle Ages, the cage-
like structure supports and resonates with book pages 
pertaining to white blood cells. The sword brooch in 
the spine belonged to my Uncle Lige and heralds that 
he continues to be a guardian in spirit."
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24 *ERIC RHEIN

Self Portrait, 1992-95,           
assorted wire, nylon thread, 

glue and found objects,                          
48 x 12 x 14"                            

Courtesy of the artist                 

"Self Portrait was created in recognition of physical 
vulnerability and the potential resilience of my body 
and spirit. It holds the dualities of a reverence to 
eroticism and sexuality, and the potential danger that 
its expression may invoke. Fragments of discarded 
jewelry, traditionally given as tokens of endearment 
from one person to another, highlight erogenous areas 
while simultaneously suggest cage-like barriers.

exhibition The First 10 at PS 122 Gallery, featuring the 

then newly formed Archive Project. In a review of the 

highlighted this piece as an '…exquisite phallic self-
portrait woven from silver and gold wire.'"

25
*BARTON LIDICE 

BENES  (1942-2012) 

Lethal Weapon (Silencer), 1994, 
mixed media assemblage,                           

16 1/8 x 16 1/8 x 3 1/2"           
Courtesy Pavel Zoubok Gallery

Benes’ Lethal Weapon series consists of 30 artworks, 
including a Molotov cocktail, a water pistol 

Museum of Art, ND and then at White Columns, NY. 
The highly controversial show was also exhibited in 
Lund, Sweden, but not before Benes agreed to let 

degrees Fahrenheit in a hospital oven to make it safe 
for public viewing. The show later toured England's 
Midlands as part of the group show Brenda and Other 
Stories.
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26
*COPY BERG            
(1951-1999)

DIE YOU HIV SCUM, 1991,                                         
ink and watercolor on paper,             

23 x 9"                                         
Courtesy Ardis W. "Dub" 

Williams

I was always taken by this watercolor that also exists 
as in several other forms as well as a work on canvas. 

addressing the condition of AIDS that didn’t look like 
an ad for a magazine or a agitprop banner for political 
protest. I saw it as a beautiful work of Pop art.

27 RYAN CONRAD
DOWN IS NOT UP,                

Summer 2012, digital print                    
Courtesy the artist

When we were reviewing artists to include in this 
show several of them had statements that they were 
created in the form of text-only that were stand-
alones as a political message. We thought it important 
to have them included in our curatorial concerns for 
this exhibition.
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28 TED KERR
Why don't we have AIDS?, 2013, 

collage,18 x 24"                             
Courtesy the artist

NEGATIVE MEN is a series of three related images 
and cards, centered around the photo of the Visual 
AIDS window on which I have written: 'Some days it 
takes everything inside of me not to turn around and 

29 TED KERR
Business cards,2013, offset 

printing on cards, 2 x 3"                                   
Courtesy the artist

Nearby are double sided business cards which read, 
'Nebulous Negative' and 'Probably Positive' 
commenting on ideas of assumption, identity, being 
an ally and community.

30 TED KERR
Luck?, 2013,                             

collage, 5 x 7"                               
Courtesy of the artist

The collages represent ideas around exposure, 
negativity, and status.
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31 TED KERR
Discrimination, Fear of But(t) 

Sex, 2013,                                    
collage, 10 x 8"                                 

Courtesy of the artist

The collages represent ideas around exposure, 
negativity, and status.

32 VINCENT CHEVALIER
AIDS ART, 2013,                            

laser print, 8 1/2 x 11"                   
Courtesy the artist

The language shifts slightly in the artist's 
Hyperlink Flesh Markup Language -- AIDS ART. 

RAISED AWARENESS ABOUT AIDS. YOU ARE 
AWARE OF AIDS ART. I AM AN AIDS ARTIST.

33
*ARCH CONNELLY    

(1950-1993) 

Untitled (Car with Pearls), 1984, 
mixed media on toy car,              

3 x 9 1/2 x 4"                                
Courtesy Gracie Mansion

Reading a catalog forward by Mary-Ann Monforton, 
curator of the 2012 Arch Connelly show at La MaMa 
La Galleria, wherein she writes: "Connelly’s pearl-
encrusted and glittered surfaces, like Wong’s lovingly 
rendered red bricks, memorialize little more than a 
decade in time…"  Monforton's statement inspires our 
presenting both artists together. In abstencia, a glitter 
face with a grimace.
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34 CHARLIE AHEARN
Martin Wong, 1998,                 

Courtesy the artist

Martin Wong is a video portrait of the artist working on 

discussing his Lower East street paintings from the 

to his home town of San Francisco where Ahearn 
caught him as a Marshall in the Chinese New Year 
Parade as in his original painting shown at PPOW. 

35
*MARTIN WONG       

(1946-1999) 

Untitled (Brick headlight), 1983, 
acrylic on car light,                        

6 1/2 x 8 x 9"                                                              
Courtesy the Estate of Martin 
Wong and PPOW Gallery, NY  

Wong, Connelly and Moufarrege are part of the same 
breath as we see it. Wong has had the most acclaim 
and may have left behind a larger body of work than 
the others. The serendipity of this headlight painted 
with his signature bricks inspired our search for an 
Arch Connelly car to adorn the shelf.

36
BIZZY and DEVON 

GALLEGOS

HASA Comics, Oct 2009,          
two panels, ink on board,              

each 14 x 11"                                     
Courtesy the artists

Learn how a system that is set up to help you can also 

cost usually passed on to the people who need 
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37 ALDRIN VALDEZ
Diver, dive into me, 2013,                                                     

Artist's book, mixed media,         
1 x 6 3/4 x 5"                              

Courtesy the artist

for me of many things: risk, transformation, the body 

and exploration of materials, and (I think this is true of 

to be messy with those materials. I'm really 

Thek's work."

38
*BERN BOYLE          

(1951-1992)

Untitled (Photo booth strips), 
1989,arranged by BB     

December 1989 #33-41 of 41, 
photo booth strips                                       
Private Collection                           

Documenting his life became an obsession. Since he 
didn’t have any video equipment, the photo booth 
seemed the way to go. Surprisingly they were almost 

Tower, he found one whenever he needed it. "I've 

alternative processes have always fascinated me. I like 
work that's based in reality but isn't humdrum"

39 LJ ROBERTS
Censorship Protest Mask     

(David Wojnarowicz), 2011, 
embroidery on cotton, 10 x 7"                                  

Courtesy the artist

"The writings, art, performances, and recordings of 

artistic practice and thinking through life as a queer 
person in the world. My piece is an embroidery of the 
paper masks worn by protestors when Wojnarowicz's 
video A Fire In My Belly was censored in the show 

the Smithsonian in 2010. I wore one of the masks in 
the protest march against the censorship in New York 
City and made the embroidery shortly after."  
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40 HARVEY WEISS                               
Ribbon Cavalcade Banner, 1992, 

Nylon banner, 60 x 30"                                  
Courtesy Mark Happel and 

Harvey Weiss

Celebrity Red Ribbon Cavalcade- Conceived by Marc 

Celebrity Red Ribbon Cavalcade Produced by Marc 

41
*TIM GREATHOUSE   

(1950-1998) 
Peter Hujar, 1983,                          

b/w C-print, 10 x 8"                               
Courtesy Darrell Nettles

Photographer

42
*TIM GREATHOUSE   

(1950-1998) 
Nicholas Moufarrege, 1983,                             

b/w C-print, 10 x 8"          
Courtesy Darrell Nettles
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43
*TIM GREATHOUSE   

(1950-1998) 
David Wojnarowicz, 1983,                          

b/w C-print, 10 x 8"             
Courtesy Darrell Nettles

44
*TIM GREATHOUSE   

(1950-1998)  
Dean Savard, 1983,                       
b/w C-print, 10 x 8"                

Courtesy Darrell Nettles Gallery 

45
*TIM GREATHOUSE   

(1950-1998)  
Tim Greathouse, 1983,                 

b/w C-print, 10 x 8"              
Courtesy Darrell Nettles
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46
*TIM GREATHOUSE   

(1950-1998)  
Andreas Senser, 1983,                      

b/w C-print, 10 x 8"             
Courtesy Darrell Nettles

47
*TIM GREATHOUSE   

(1950-1998)  
Greer Lankton, 1983,                 

Fiber silver print, 10 x 8"                            
Private collection

Artist

48
*TIM GREATHOUSE   

(1950-1998)  
Jimmy DeSana, 1983,                
b/w C-print, 10 x 8"                

Courtesy Darrell Nettles
Photographer 
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49
*TIM GREATHOUSE   

(1950-1998) 
Richard Hoffman, 1983,                      
Fiber silver print, 10 x 8"   

Private Collection

Artist                                                                    
Unfortunately lost ..associated with the Pyramid Club 

on Avenue A in the East Village... Painter Richard 

gallery.        

50
*TIM GREATHOUSE   

(1950-1998)  

Untitled (Bell Jar), 1980,                   

glass jar, 9 x 4"                                   
Private collection                      

Greathouse was not into nostalgia or holding onto 

varying sizes, collages, photographs and negatives 
that he no longer wanted to keep and cremated them 

51
*NICHOLAS 

MOUFARREGE         
(1948 -1985) 

Banana Pudding, 1982, 
embroidery, 10 x 12"           

Collection Laura Skoler

L.J. Roberts. This early work by Nicholas Moufarrege 
brought to mind a favored hospital food for many 
PWA's and a double entendre reference to sperm 
collected through a blow job or hand job.
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52  HARVEY WEISS   

Marie Antoinette, 1992,                
pencil and felt tip marker on 

paper, 11 x 8 1/2"                                 
Courtesy Mark Happel and 

Harvey Weiss

Weiss designed over 2 dozen red ribbon themed 
costumes for the “Cavalcade”, conceiving them as an 
international iconic themed theatrical tableau and 

shows.

53  HARVEY WEISS  

Troubadour, 1992, pencil and felt 
tip marker on paper,                    

11 x 8 1/2"                                            
Courtesy Mark Happel and 

Harvey Weiss

The numerous narrative characters and multi-cultural 

scope of the crisis, while educating the public (thru 

and the Red Ribbon.

54 CARLO QUISPE
Love Me or Leave Me, 2005,                          
four panels, ink on board,       

each 12 x 9"                      
Courtesy the artist

Love Me or Leave Me tells of a homosexual sex 
addicted drug addict who came out and became 
addicted to drugs while serving in the military. The 
text, informed by Quispe’s frenzied notes taken from a 

Village.
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55 ETHAN SHOSHAN

Strange Birds (Edward Rubin), 
2012,                                    

Personal journal 1998,                  
16 x 20", audio 8:55 min.                
Courtesy the artist and      

Edward Rubin

"From a series of conversations talking in reference to 

dying of AIDS.                                                                       
Ed Rubin on Getting It Right the Next Time... on not 
dying...what is it to be alive and accumulate life 
experiences and things...the act of writing as almost 
Buddhist…the AIDS epidemic and need to sum up life 
and keep records on people with direct reference to 
passing lives." 

56 ETHAN SHOSHAN

Strange Birds (Charles Rice 
Gonzalez), 2012,                        

print on paper, 8 x 10",            
audio 10:57 min.               

Courtesy the artist and Charles 
Rice Gonzalez

"From a series of conversations talking in reference to 

dying of AIDS.                                                                     
Charles Rice-Gonzalez on Ganesh and self love, 
personal healing and change, history and 
companionship - writing about coming out during the 

57 ETHAN SHOSHAN

Strange Birds (Gail Thacker), 
2012,                                          

wood magic box with materials, 
12 x 7 1/2 x 6 1/2",                               
audio 10:42 min.                                

Courtesy the artist and               
Gail Thacker 

"From a series of conversations talking in reference to 

dying of AIDS.                                                                    
Gail Thacker

his coming out about AIDS…responsibility and 
legacy...every experience rubs off on us and becomes 
part of who we are."
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58
*ANDREAS SENSER      

(1942-1989)

Untitled (Blue + Green), 1987,                       
pigment on collage paper on 

wood, 16 1/2" square                          
Private Collection

No longer having the strength to work on his large 
watercolor tapestries, Senser began to work on a 
series of small panel paintings. This one was among 

designed and coordinated by Ejay Weiss. When the 
ward closed, this artwork was returned.

59
*ANDREAS SENSER      

(1942-1989)

Untitled (Blue Skull), 1985,                       
pigment, found box, skull,           

12 x 7 x 4"                               
Courtesy the Estate                        
of Andreas Senser

This was created by Senser as an object for 

by Senser to David Wojnarowicz and is inventoried in 
his treasure chest in the Downtown Collection at New 
York University. The box or chest was a repository for 
keeping contents safe. The mate to this is a life sized 
cadaver covered in this same blue pigment, which 
rests on the lid of a  wooden chest covered with a 
collaged surface of paper treated with the same blue 
pigment. The chest contains the remaining pills 
Senser was prescribed. When the lid is removed the 
chemical odor of the medications are released.

60 *ALBERT J. WINN
AIDS Halutz, 1999,             

digitally enhanced color 
photograph, 11 x 8 1/2"  

Courtesy the artist 

"Tzedakkah commonly understood as charity, actually 
means righteousness or justice. It is derived from the 
Jewish commandment to provide for those less 
fortunate in life as a way of bringing justice into the 
world.  The image on the top of the Tzedakkah Out 
Box is a self portrait. Modeled after the Social-
Realism of the early Zionist period, the pose is 
reminiscent of the kibbutzniks on the face of a Ten 
Lira note, looking healthy and optimistically into the 
sun and the future. The image is digitally manipulated 
with a natural looking screen in the background and 
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61 *ALBERT J. WINN
Tzedakkah Out Box, 1999,            

Lucite box with form letters,                                   
13  x 9 1/2 x 3"                    

Courtesy the artist

"Fashioned to look like a box for outgoing mail in an 

contains preprinted letters for anyone to take and mail 
to their representatives in Congress or State 
legislators. The letter encourages law makers to 
remove impediments to the disabled, by addressing 
the needs of People Living with AIDS, and other 
disabilities, who are dependent on the government for 
their healthcare but are prevented from working by 
extremely low income and asset caps, which if 
exceeded, would disqualify them from receiving 

62
*JACK WATERS and 

*PETER CRAMER
Short Memory/No History, 2013, 

mixedmedia installation                              
Courtesy the artists

Jack Waters and Peter Cramer create a conceptual 

a screening room lounge, inviting viewers into this 

A multi media platform commemorating the AIDS 

serves as a key to unlock memories of personal 

costumes, and each other as survivors.                                                                     
A wunderkammer of queer history lost, living and 
loved.

63 VINCENT CHEVALIER had AIDS?, 2010,                        
video 5:36 min                       

Courtesy the artist

consists of video footage recorded when I was 13 
years old in which I play the role of  a man dying from 
AIDS on a daytime talk show."
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64 HAYAT HYATT Stan, Jan 2013, video                 
Courtesy the artist

documentary project, Villanelle. We talked for hours, 
but Stanley's recollection of his lover is one of the 
most moving moments from our conversation. The 
video was originally shot on Mini DVD and later re-
recorded with a Matel Vidster Camera. Interview 
recorded August 2011."

65 RYAN CONRAD
things are different now…,        

Fall 2012, video                                  
Courtesy the artist

testament of the times and addresses so much of 
what this current generation of young adults are 
experiencing today, his perspective is encapsulated 
so beautifully and poetically in this video short. 

66
*BRIAN WEIL             
(1954-1996)   

Image created to eroticize safer 
sex for educational purposes, 

Chicago, IL, 1987,                       
b/w photo print, 40 x 40"     

Private Collection

Safe sex is not about denying or inhibiting your 
sexuality; nor is it necessarily about abstention. It's 
about not infecting yourself and others. These images 
were made to educate people about safe sex, and to 

Perspective on the AIDS Crisis."
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67 J. MORRISON

Somewhere better/Nowhere 
better (After Felix), 2013,           

ink on two stacks of tissue 
paper, 8 x 16"                               

Courtesy the artist

"This particular phrase has resonated with me for 
years now. I have Felix's poster which used to hang in 

exhibition, using tissue paper as a multiple was one of 

68 *NANCER LEMOINS
Will Art Save My Life?, 1996, 

block print, 12 x 12", ed. 6/30"                               
Courtesy the artist

“I have always created art in one form or another, but 
more and more I am drawn to making art that has a 
strong social or political viewpoint. This is one of the 

and from-the-gut point of view. Now I don’t seem to 
want to make art that doesn’t. The AIDS crisis and 

in my work. For many years I was solely focused on 
the epidemic, but over time I discovered the same 
personal passion for other social and environmental 
issues. I create art to convey a message, to provoke 
dialogue and to stimulate thought. I hope this piece 
manages to do some of that.”

69 *RAFAEL SÁNCHEZ

Tracings, 1999-2013, 
tracing paper, sharpie, 

ink, iodine, gold, blood, tape, 
graphite, chroma-key, crayon, 

crete-weld, plaster-weld, 
antirouille, etc…                     
table: pine, plexi,                         

33 x 30 x 120"                                     
Courtesy the artist

     Dérives...
     Seroconversion...
     Tracings from a bookstand...   646-708-6303
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70 KATE HUH 
No Fear, 2013, two vinyl 
banners, each 60 x 60"                        

Courtesy the artist

"To understand one's own fears in regard to AIDS, or 
any other frightening situation, allows one to 
understand how to proceed with courage despite 
those fears."

71
*BERN BOYLE          

(1951-1992)

Road Kill, 1989,                            
laser copies made from 35mm 

slides, embossed with 
photographer's stamp,                                      

each 4 x 6"                                           
Private collection

Bern rode a motorcycle and had to stop when he 
became infected with CMV retinitis, a threatening 

last series of photographs he had taken. 

72
*BARTON LIDICE 

BENES  (1942-2012) 

Brenda, 1993, cremated 
remains, each 7 x 2",                                

and Brass plaque,                                 
Collection International Collage 

Center, Gift of the Estate of 
Barton Lidicé Benes

Brenda. She was born in New York City of an 
alcoholic mother and from birth was doomed to 
misery. Abused and neglected, she and her two 
siblings soon were placed with a foster family in 

drugs, and contracted the AIDS virus. When she died, 
Christopher, her brother, was located in time to 
assume responsibility for the cremation. Christopher 
sought out his friend, Barton. Almost simultaneously 
they agreed that Barton should turn the remains into a 
memorial—Barton wanted to create work that would 
bring Brenda more acknowledgement in death than 
she had ever found in life, more dignity in dying than 
she had known in living. 
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73 KAREN FINLEY 
Untitled (Sandbox),1992,                            

Sand in found chest,                   
17 3/4 x 26 x 14 3/4"         
Courtesy the artist

The idea for this Memento Mori project grew out of   

Newcastle, England. It included volunteer performers 
and was centered around grieving rituals. Later, it 

Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art. The LA venue 

were asked to write the name of someone who had 
died of AIDS in the sand, and erase the name back 
into the sand.

*DEREK JACKSON          
Poster, 2013,                         

Courtesy the artist             
installed in sign box on outside 

at gallery entrance

you slow down to look at, they have been referred to 
as Art Punk, serious business of tragedy, and 
glamorous sex machines. Their explosive live 
performances will kick your ass while simultaneously 
kissing you on the lips. Their lyrics address issues 

community vs. isolation. The band's musical 

Following their post punk debut is a new project 
called FEM: Fags and English Majors that is rooted in 
improvisation and inspired by deep house music. 

PATO HEBERT
When You Exhale Me, 2013,                       

vinyl on glass                               
Courtesy the artist

"The text piece evokes bodies, sex and intimacy; the 
exchange of the virus, ideas, being; entering and 
exiting the building, the space, the exhibition; an 

treats the architecture and show itself as a kind of 

poetic exchange."


